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ABSTRACT
The financial industry assumes a vital part in the Indian economy. Estimating and keeping up the advantage nature of banks
is significant for the advancement of the financial division. These days, the benefit quality in banks, particularly the Public
Division Banks is continually breaking down and accordingly making insufferable pressure the financial part, controllers, and
Indian economy. The goal of the current examination is to comprehend the degree of Non-performing Assets (NPA), and how
it impacts the productivity of the banks. For this reason, the examination thought about Gross and Net NPA of 10 Public and
Private division banks from April 2014 to March 2018. The examination recognized that both general society and private
segment banks steadily increment their Net and Net NPA during the period. The investigation found that there is a huge
positive connection between Gross NPA and Net NPA of public and private area banks. The examination additionally found a
huge negative connection between NPA with Return on Assets (ROA) of public and private part banks. The effect of
possession (public and private division banks) altogether impacts the Gross and Net NPA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
NPA are those credits scattered by banks or money related establishments which borrowers default in making instalment of chief
sum or intrigue. At the point when a bank can't recoup the advance given or not getting standard enthusiasm on such a credit, the
progression of assets in the financial business is influenced. The issue of Non-Performing Assets has been talked about at length
for the money related framework everywhere on the world. The quandary of NPAs isn't just upsetting the banks yet in addition the
whole abundance of the nation. Indeed, the degree of NPAs in Indian banks is only an impression of the condition of wellbeing of
the business and exchange. Giving credit to monetary exercises is the prime obligation of banking. (Kumar, 2004)
Loaning is by and large supported on the grounds that it has the impact of assets being moved from the framework to beneficial
purposes, which brings about monetary development. Notwithstanding, loaning additionally conveys a hazard called credit hazard,
which emerges from the disappointment of a borrower. Non-recuperation of advances alongside intrigue frames a significant
obstacle during the time spent the credit cycle. These advances influence the bank's productivity for a huge scope. However
complete disposal of such misfortunes is absurd; banks can generally plan to keep the misfortunes at a low level. (B. Senthil
Asaru, 2019)

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
A sound financial division is significant for the prospering economy. The financial business is developing in a long ways, as is the
trouble related with it. Indeed, the degree of NPAs in Indian banks is only a impression of the condition of soundness of the
business and exchange. Non-recuperation of advances alongside intrigue frames a significant obstacle during the time spent the
credit cycle. In spite of the fact that total disposal of such misfortunes is absurd, banks can generally plan to keep the misfortunes
at a low level. The issue of Non-Performing Assets has been talked about finally for the monetary framework everywhere on the
world. At the point when a bank can't to recoup the advance given or not getting customary enthusiasm on such a credit, the
progression of assets in the financial business is influenced. (Ghosh, 2005)
NPA development includes the need of arrangements, which decreases the general benefits and investors' worth. The breakdown
of the financial division may have a negative sway on associated and different parts. The problem of NPAs is distressing the banks
as well as the whole abundance of the nation. It mirrors the notoriety and execution of the banks. On the off chance that the degree
of NPAs is high it prompts the high likelihood of credit defaults that influence the productivity and total assets of banks and
furthermore consume the estimation of the advantage. Against this foundation, the current examination zeroed in on the level of
NPA and how it impacts the productivity of banks. (Mohammad Arif Pasha, 2014)
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3. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
The current investigation has the following objectives:
 To know the degree of Non-Performing Assets of private and public segment banks
 To recognize the effect of Non-Performing Assets on productivity
 To offer the suggestions to the controllers and policymakers.

4. HYPOTHESIS OF STUDY
With the end goal of this examination, it has the accompanying null hypothesis
 There is no critical Correlation between NPA furthermore, ROA of banks
 There is no critical effect of Non-performing Resources on profitability.

5. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY
5.1 Tools utilized for Analysis
 Mean: It is a lot of qualities is the proportion of their entirety to the aggregate number of qualities in the set. Along these lines,
if there are a sum of n numbers in an informational collection whose qualities are given by a gathering of x values, at that point
the mean of these qualities, spoken to by 'm'
 Standard Deviation: The Standard Deviation is a proportion of how spread out numbers are. Its image is σ (the Greek letter
sigma). The recipe is the square foundation of the
 Variance Pearson Cross-Correlation: The connection gauges the connection between the x and, by utilizing the
accompanying recipe. The Values of relationship coefficient consistently lies between - 1 to 1, if the values are +1 two factors
are profoundly decidedly associated, at that point the worth is - 1 the factors are profoundly contrarily connected.
 Linear Regression Model: Relapse examinations help to see how the run of the mill estimation of the reliant variable changes
when any one of the free factors is differed, while the other free factors are held fixed. Relapse examination can be utilized to
deduce a causal connection between the free and ward factors. (Bloam, 2001)

6. LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
The current investigation has the accompanying constraints
 The investigation depends on optional information gathered from the cash control sites. So the nature of the examination relies
absolutely on the exactness, dependability, and nature of the optional information source. Estimate and relative measures
regarding the information source may sway the outcomes.
 The examination is restricted to covers just for a time of 5 a long time from 2014 – 2018, subsequently, an itemized examination
covering a long period, which may give somewhat various outcomes have not been made.
 The investigation considered just 10 Banks both public and private segment dependent on the most noteworthy NPA and
disregard the different sorts of banks like unfamiliar and co-employable banks. (Vohra, 2012)

7. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Investigation of Net, Gross NPA of Public and Private Sector Banks
The outcomes unmistakably show that the Net NPA of all public division banks has continuously flooded from 2014 to 2018.
Among the example Banks SBI, PNB, BOI recorded mean NPA was higher than the general normal of the public division banks.
Furthermore, least mean NPA recorded by the UCO Bank. The danger (standard deviation) of SBI, PNB banks recorded the most
noteworthy danger than the general danger of public part banks. In year insightful correlations from 2014 to 2018, it steadily
expanded their NPA level of all the example banks. So it prescribed to the controllers and particular bank authorities attempt to
lessen the NPA level and dry to improve the recuperation instrument.
The net NPA of private segment banks is introduced in Table 1: It obviously comprehended that the mean NPA of ICICI what's
more, Axis bank recorded the most noteworthy NPA than the generally normal NPA of private segment banks. And furthermore
found that the danger of the Axis bank is higher than the mean NPA. Among the example banks yes bank followed by Lakshmi
Vilas bank recorded most reduced NPA during this examination period. (B. Senthil Asaru, 2019)

8. FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS

 The current examination discovered that among the public segment banks the Average Gross and Net NPA of SBI, PNB, BOI is
recorded over the general normal of the example banks.
 The degree of Gross and Net NPA of Public and Private part banks expanded step by step on year on year from 2014 to 2018.
 So it prescribed to the controllers and separate bank authorities find a way to decrease the NPA and improve the recuperation
component.
 In private part banks, ICICI and Axis bank recorded the most elevated NPA than the general normal NPA of test banks and most
minimal NPA recorded by the LVB during the study period.
 Also found that there is a huge positive connection between Gross NPA and Net NPA of public what is more, private division
banks and furthermore adversely noteworthy connection among Gross and Net NPA with ROA of public &private segment
banks.
 The effect of proprietorship (public and private division banks) essentially impacts the Gross and Net NPA. That is the NPA of
public segment banks was higher than that of private division banks.
 The effect of Gross NPA fundamentally impacts the ROA contrarily and Net NPA emphatically impacts the ROA of both public
and private division banks.
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9. CONCLUSION
The banking industry assumes a basic function in the economy of our nation. So estimating and keeping up the resource nature of
the banks is significant for the improvement of the banks. The benefit quality in banks, particularly the Public Division Banks
(PSUs) is continually decaying and consequently making heinous pressure the financial division, controllers, what's more, the
Indian economy. The targets of the current examination are to know the degree of Gross and Net NPA and productivity of both
public and private part banks. For this reason, the study utilized NPA information from 2014 to 2018. It recognized that both
people in general and private division banks bit by bit expanded their Gross and Net NPA during the investigation time frame. The
examination discovered that there is a noteworthy positive connection between Net NPA and Net NPA of public and private
segment banks and furthermore contrarily critical connection between NPA with ROA of public &private division banks. The
effect of possession (public and private area banks) fundamentally impacts the Gross and Net NPA. That is the NPA of public
division banks was higher than that of private part banks. The effect of Gross NPA fundamentally impacts the ROA contrarily and
furthermore Net NPA emphatically impacts the ROA of both public and private division banks.
Results of Net NPA on Private Banks: (Rs. In crore)
PVT
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Total
Mean
S.D

ICICI
3297.96
6255.53
12963.08
25216.81
27283.56
75556.94
15111.39
11026.30

AXIS
1024.62
1316.71
2522.41
8626.60
16592.00
30082.07
6016.41
6668.42

HDFC
820.03
896.28
1320.37
1843.99
2601.02
7481.69
1496.34
739.87

J&K
101.99
1236.32
2163.95
24523.70
2791.12
30547.08
6109.42
10193.49

KOTAK
573.56
609.08
1261.96
1718.07
1665.10
5827.77
1165.55
553.25

YES Bank
26.07
29.38
284.47
1072.27
1312.75
2724.94
544.99
606.32

FEDERAL
321.56
373.27
950.01
941.2
1551.96
4138.00
827.60
503.76
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